
Lesson 1: 
Introduction to 

Academic Study Skills 
Group

Academic Study Skills Group - Mrs. Nicash Krublo



WELCOME TO GROUP
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+ School counselor introduction

+ My role at school

+ Lesson purpose/procedures

+ ‘Leaving the class and entering group counseling pick up’ procedure

+ PBIS tickets

+ Structure of each lesson



Ice breaker - Blow Wind Blow
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How to play:

+ bring a chair to the center of the room and create circle

+ always one person standing in the middle who does not have a chair and is ‘it’ for that round

+ person in the center must begin by saying the same phrase “My name is (insert name here).  Blow wind blow...” 

+ rest of the group will respond after with “blow what”? 

+ person in the center responds “blow wind blow to people who….”  and will pick something they like or are 

interested in, which can be related to school or something more personal 

+ I.e.; “blow wind blow to people who love to eat pizza”

+ if the statement that the person in the center said applies to you, you must get out of your seat and find 

another seat



Ice Breaker (cont.)
1) Be honest 

2) If the statement applies to you, you must get out of your seat and switch with another student or the person in the 

middle. You are not allowed to stand up and sit back in the same seat. 

3) Be careful and keep your bodies to yourselves and watch out for possible collisions

4) Fun and deeper statements (vs. surface statements) are encouraged 

(i.e.; “blow wind blow to people who like the color blue” 

Vs

“blow wind blow to people who struggle with math.. Or people who may feel lonely at school”)
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Group Norms
Time to think of 5-7 group norms/rules that will help us work together:

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.
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Group Name
Time to vote on a group name. 
Suggestions?  Remember that 
the name should:

+ Include everyone in group
+ Remind you of the purpose 

of group
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Suggestions:

+   
+  
+  
+  
+  
+



Pre-Survey 
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Closure
+ PBIS ticket raffle for prize box
+ Free time
+ Wrap up of today’s activities

+ See you next week! :) 
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